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Slaughter 2 prison assault revdl

To leave comments, sign in. Slaughter 2: Prison Assault - a cool futuristic third-person shooter with a camera behind the shoulder of the main character caught in the out-of-control of the prison complex. He must move to the surface through the maze of corridors filled brutally by criminals to break free. Don't hesitate to shoot at anything that moves, just timely collect cartridges for
weapons and first aid kits. Supported Android ( 4.4 and over ) KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4),Lollipop (5.0 - 5.1.1),Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1),Nougat (7.0 – 7.1.1.1 Oreo (8.0-8.1) Action Action Slaughter 2: Prison Assault is an action game for android download latest version of Slaughter 2: Prison Assault Apk + Mod (Unlimited Health/Money) + Data for android of revdl with direct link In the
game you have a wide variety of weapons, enemies and intense bossfights! Thanks to an excellent shooting system, you can feel the power of each gun from which you will fire, and a deeply worked-out damage system make each fight unique and exciting. Make ambushes and set traps for the enemy, sneak up behind them or a trigger-happy man who will destroy anyone who
opposes him! If you want to play an excellent shooter with morbid humor - this game is really for you! * Game graphics not only well developed, but also well optimized, which ensures smooth gameplay on any device. *Controls are native, minimalist and responsive, giving you an immersive experience. *A bunch of new enemies. Each has its unique behavior. Find tactics to defeat
each of them. Not every enemy can be rammed! * Large and diverse game levels many secrets. Find crazy diaries to fully understand the game plot. Find new weapons and ammunition. Save your comrades - they will be happy to help you fight your way through the waves of psychopaths! * Play at a different level of difficulty. You chill at beginner level, or if you are proficient one
of the experienced level is right for you! But if you really want to test your skill, dare to play on the veteran difficulty level. And now, soldier, load your gun and dive right into the fight! Slaughter 2: Prison Assault Slaughter 2: Prison Assault Slaughter 2: Prison Assault 2: Prison Assault 1.3 Apk + Mod (Unlimited Health/Money) + Data for android was last updated: January 6, 2019 by
RevDl Descriptions :Slaughter 2 Prison Assault - a cool futuristic third-person shooter with a camera behind the shoulder of the main character, out of control in the prison complex. He must come to the surface as he moves through the maze of corridors brutally filled by criminals to free himself. Don't hesitate to shoot anything that moves, collect cartridge for weapons and first aid
kits at the right time. Features : * The game graphics are not only well designed, but also optimized, creating smooth gameplay on Device. * The steering is native, minimalist and responsive, giving you a complete experience. * A few new enemies. Everyone their unique behaviour. Find tactics to defeat each of them. Not every enemy can be rammed! Additional information
requires Android4.4 and up Slaughter 2: Prison Assault is an exciting action game, players will be used as an isolated madman in different ways to satisfy their own weird desires, high degree of freedom of the game, use of a variety of weapons, vehicles to complete their adventure life. As a mercenary, he was held in a gruesome prison after a failed mission. There are all kinds of
murderous demons in this prison, the body covered in white cloth can be seen everywhere. When we were locked up in this prison, we started the perverse game of killing and killing. Only with constant killings can we hope to escape from this scary prison. In this game we begin the murder journey in the gruesome prison with a first-person perspective. Ready together, keep killing!
In this abnormal killer site, if we die without killing, we are ourselves, the law of the jungle. We got a disturbing message: there was a riot in Burdeck prison. All the staff died, the area of the city is captured. A mysterious and crazy man named Tsantsa is behind all these events. Special operations were immediately sent to the city, their task is to clean up the city itself and prison
blocks the crazy prisoners. The streets of the city are full of crazies and thugs, which means you grab weapons and start fighting! Pierce your enemies and destroy everything that moves like a real soldier. But you also search for classified information and recordings, to collect pieces of a terrible story that took place in Burdeck prison. We got a disturbing message: there was a riot
in Burdeck prison. All the personnel are dead, the area around the city is recorded. A mysterious and crazy man named Tsantsa is behind all these events. Special operations were immediately sent to the city. Their job is to clean up the city and prison quarters of insane inmates. The streets of the city are full of crazy people and thugs, which means you have to take up arms and
start fighting! Break through your enemies and destroy everything that moves like a real soldier. But you also search for classified information and recordings to collect the elements of a gruesome story in burdeck prison. In the game you have a wide range of weapons, enemies and intense battles! The excellent firing system makes you feel the power of each weapon you shoot
from, and a very comprehensive damage system makes each shot unique and exciting. Create ambushes and traps for the enemy, lurk behind them, or an easy trigger guy, destroy anyone who opposes him! If you're an excellent shooter with morbid humor Play, this game is for you!* The graphics of the game are not only well developed, but also well optimized, providing smooth
gameplay across all devices.* The controls are native, minimalist and responsive, giving you an immersive experience.* Creating a group.* new enemies. Everyone has their unique behavior. Find tactics to defeat each of them. All enemies cannot be hit!* An important and diverse level of secrets. Find crazy diaries to fully understand the plot of the game. Find new weapons and
ammunition. Save your comrades - they will be happy to help you navigate the waves of psychopaths! Supported Android {4.0 and UP} Supported Android Version:- Jelly Bean(4.1–4.3.1)- KitKat (4.4–4.4.4)- Lol lipop (5.0–5.0.2) - Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1) - Nougat (7.0 – 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) - Pie (9.0)MOD TYPE: Unlimited MoneyMod slaughter-2-prison-assault-v1.4-
mod.apkObb com.venomIzedArt.Slaughter2.zip.zipunpack the path: SD / Android / obb Developer : Ray Spark Version : 1.42 Google Play : PlayStore In recent decades, shooters game have become indispensable for mobile devices. Recently, Slaughter 2: Prison Assault (MOD Unlimited Ammo) is a horror shooter game for Android and iOS released by Ray Spark. There are
times when you have to admit that shooter titles are never old. Table of contents [ShowHide]A crazy drug was tested by a man named Tsantsa on the prisoners, making them to the true monsters bloodthirsty and scary. One day the scene in the prison was quiet at night. Suddenly, the other door flickered over a passerby. The guard panicked as he tried to escape. Finding ways to
get out of this big prison is harder than going to heaven. Even when he runs away, his life is hard to keep, because the threats that always happen there. When you're in this situation, you think about death. Fortunately, a task force at that time attacked and broke into the prison to extinguish a series of insane inmates. In Slaughter 2: Prison Assault, you play a team member sent
by the task force to break into their gang. Your job now is to kill the bloodthirsty people and prevent you from spreading to people. Start with 3 different levels like Beginner, Experienced, Veteran for the player. We recommend starting with the Beginner. Because if you don't use the skill, you're paying the price of your life. After this mission, will you survive? The answer will be
answered later. Destroy the threatsIn Slaughter 2: Prison Assault you are always surrounded by bloodthirsty prisoners. They are like zombies in horror movies, always finding people to suck blood and spread the disease. With weapons in hand, you kill them with guns, daggers, or can use your own hands and combat skills to destroy any threat. At first, when you participate in the
game, you will see Slaughter 2: Prison Assault not so different from the traditional shooting game. At first glance, this game also resembles Zombie shooter titles, but each game has its own interesting features. For example, The Killbox: Arena Combat, you will be in battles with your teammates in real time. But in Slaughter 2: Prison Assault, you join the task force and have to
undergo quests alone. Complete the quests, knock down the thugs and the madman, discover the clues after the gruesome story story place in Burdeck Prison. Graphics and controlsLaughter 2: Prison Assault is pretty eye-catching. Built on the stunning 3D graphics for mobile, every detail in the game is designed to be eye-catching and meticulous. After the experience, I feel the
game is very well optimized, no delay situation to bring a great experience. The game brings players to the dreaded night scene, creating a dark and gloomy feel characteristic of the game atmosphere. Along with sound effects in Slaughter 2: Prison Assault adorns the action shooter scene. And with intuitive controls, you can control movement by sliding into the left corner of the
screen and right-clicking to aim and shoot. Function keys and controls are cleverly designed, making operation easy on the compact screen of mobile devices. In conclusionNowadays, downloading a survival game is quite easy, but choosing a shooting game is extremely difficult. Slaughter 2: Prison Assault is a horror shooter game that brings you very intense and scary moments.
It's more fun if you're the one who likes to experience it at night, with the atmosphere in the game. The game is currently available on two Android and iOS app stores, available for download via the links below. Download Slaughter 2: Prison Assault MOD APK for Android (Latest version) version)
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